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By 1914, commercial and other photographers were beginning to produce stunning images of the built environment across Europe, including in Spain and Germany. In Madrid, Jaime Murillo Rubiera and Mario Fernández Albarés had started to photograph aspects of the unfolding extension to the city, which began in 1860 and progressed rapidly after 1875. Away from the capital in Barcelona, Joan Martí and Antoni Esplugas captured the dramatic improvements to the cityscape that began with defortification in 1854 and the adoption of an extension plan in 1860. In particular, Esplugas presented unmistakable images of progress in the form of long boulevards disappearing into the distance (Figure 1).\(^1\) A similar enthusiasm for the changing urban landscape was also evident in Germany. In Berlin, Hermann Rückwardt captured the capital’s straight streets and modern buildings laid out according to the extension plan of 1862, and F. Albert Schwartz photographed contrasting historical façades along Berlin’s growing street network.\(^2\) Indeed by the turn of the century, Germans in other cities such as Munich and Cologne were scaling new heights to photograph growing urban landscapes.

The modern cityscapes captured by Spanish and German photographers were the result of ambitious extension plans implemented across Europe between 1848 and 1914. Historians have written at length about these post-1848 extension plans, foregrounding the expressly logistical considerations of planners in shaping space.\(^3\) That is, we have produced investigations into the practical considerations of drafting urban plans, designing new apartment blocks, and building municipal facilities.\(^4\) Such research has yielded valuable insights into the processes of legal and administrative reform needed to expand cities,\(^5\) as well as the effects extension planning had on processes and motion, including the separation of social classes in the city, the relative distribution of public amenities, and the emergence of housing reform movements.\(^6\) But as photographs of the new cityscape often suggest – by the way they invest the built environment with a sense of feeling – extension planning involved more than just a physical transformation of space. As many contemporaries put it, extension planning profoundly affected idioms of place. New streets and architectures altered personal experiences of the city, arousing emotions of great pride in, and at other times concern over the changing character of the urban landscape.

Investing urban areas with new meanings was an essential part of extension planning.\(^7\) For government officials it was important to manage expectations about the evolving city and guide the interpretation of changing urban areas. Engineers and architects too were instrumental to realizing new understandings of the cityscape. Moreover, it was often residents who talked about extension planning as being less of a technocratic affair and more of a process that endowed the built environment with a new identity. Such reflections and assertions are important as they often reveal what an individual perceived to be the rights of different social groups to the growing city. As Doreen Massey has written, expressions of place are articulations of “social interrelations at all scales.” She continues that, “such attempts at the stabilization of meaning are constantly the site of social contest, battles over the power to label space-time, to impose the meaning to be attributed to a space, for however long or short a span of time.”\(^8\) Otherwise put, interpretations of the changing built environment could and did become acutely contested within a city. Moreover, they reveal what contemporaries perceived to be the evolving position of a city in regional, national, and global frameworks, and as such, they too were debated.
In exploring extension planning in Spain and Germany from 1848 to 1914, this essay aims to illuminate the shifting interpretations of the urban environment that accompanied this activity. The comparison rests on the fact that during this period, engineers in both Spain and Germany readily sought to “catch up” to models of urban development seen mainly in France. The extensions in Madrid (1860) and Berlin (1862) were, for example, deeply influenced by contemporaneous rationalization projects undertaken by Georges-Eugène Haussmann in Paris. Likewise extensions in second or smaller Spanish cities such as Barcelona (1860), Valencia (1858; 1868; 1884), or Málaga (1878) were developed in comparison to French standards. It was a similar story in German cities such as Cologne (1880), Düsseldorf (1884), and Munich (1893), where Parisian or Viennese models were often expressly considered or used to critique planning.

Hence in this period, building officials not only made comparable interventions in the built environment based on international models, they also used a similar language with which to talk about the changing identity of the city. Professionals and bourgeois residents were aware of such trends, and they too used broadly analogous terms of reference to interpret the changing identity of the city.

“Typical” examples of such talk could be found in the expanding capital cities of Madrid and Berlin, but also in Barcelona. In Madrid, the Minister of Development Claudio Moyano y Samaniego charged the engineer Carlos María de Castro with preparing an extension plan during the turmoil of the 1854 revolution. Castro’s plan was adopted in 1860 but the building of an extension was difficult for the relatively poor Spanish state, which had lost most of its great empire and was plagued by a crippling national debt. As a result, speculators came to dictate much of the actual construction of new Madrid. This was slow at first, with interruptions caused by revolution (1868), further upheaval, the brief establishment of a republic (1873-74). Yet in the years after 1875 – with the restoration of monarchy under Alfonso XII – the development of the ensanche (extension) increased, and the making of a new modern symbolism, albeit one full of contradictions. The introduction of the first tramline in the Spanish capital in 1871 also had a great effect on the creation of new suburbs and a proliferation of literary representations of urban modernity. In a similar manner, the revolution of 1854 ensured Isabella II’s approval for defortification in Barcelona and the making of an extension plan. After a heated debate between the municipal and central authorities over who exactly should carry out the task, Madrid finally confirmed the implementation of a plan drafted by the engineer Ildefons Cerdà i Sunyer. The realization of Barcelona’s extension, known as the Eixample, was arduous work and the relocation of residents to this new part of the city was slow. Nevertheless, as Jesus Cruz has shown, the project developed in tandem with ideas of the modern “bourgeois city.”

Moreover towards the end of the century, the modernist imagination of place became ubiquitous in Barcelona’s extension and in urban construction more generally.

The situation in the German states paralleled that of Spain to a large extent. In response to the 1848 revolutions in Berlin, the Police-President Carl von Hinckeldey sought – with the approval of the Prussian Ministry of State – to implement wide-reaching changes across the city based on a new, scientific culture and updated surveys. This culminated in the engineer James Hobrecht’s plan for the environs of Berlin in 1862. Hobrech’t’s planned expansion of Berlin, known in German under the term Stadterweiterung, relied on private investment and as in Madrid, it became increasingly difficult to implement at moments of political change, including that of German Unification in 1871. Nevertheless, it was formative for rapidly changing
urban identities. As Yair Mintzker has shown, the final defortification of the city in 1865 played an instrumental role in illuminating the, “world to which the walls once belonged and the modern world that replaced it.” Moreover, the shantytowns and pioneers who lived beyond the city wall helped to generate new concepts of the urban frontier and its radical potential.

This propensity to invest the changing cityscape with new meanings was not strictly a Spanish or German phenomenon and the comparative analysis made here could certainly be extended to other European states. Nevertheless, the purpose of these “typical” case studies is to expose the formation of new ideas about the city, highlighting the junctures at which northern and southern debates diverged from one another. The inclusion of Barcelona in the essay acts, moreover, in many respects as a “deviant” case study. Despite the similarities between Barcelona and other cities to undergo extension planning in the mid-nineteenth century, it was not a capital city. It was, however, an important second city. Population growth in Barcelona soon began to outpace Madrid in the second half of the nineteenth century, as did the port city’s growing wealth. It was barcelonés that held the textile monopoly in Cuba and it was this city that hosted Spain’s first Universal Exhibition in 1888. As a result, tensions between the central authorities and municipal representatives played a much greater role in shaping expansion debates in Barcelona than they did in Madrid or Berlin.

This means that to elucidate second-city extension dynamics, Barcelona should be compared with a German second city such as Munich or Hamburg. However, Barcelona has not been included in this essay to such an end, rather it suggests the ways in which capital-city extensions differed from other extension projects. Moreover, it complicates our understanding of capital-city extensions by indicating how, at the end of the century, a growing Catalanism prompted a number of politicians to imagine making Barcelona into a capital city itself.

This essay makes, therefore, a primary argument about the types of interpretations extension planning fostered and in doing so, it also seeks to highlight the ways in which extension planning became politicized during this period. Talking about urban change was, it argues, a fundamental part of a much larger political negotiation between governments and their publics after the mid-century revolutions of 1848 and 1854. As Christopher Clark has written, this period witnessed a range of ambitious government programs of modernization in response to upheaval. Indeed, he calls it nothing less than a period of revolution in government. Likewise in other recent accounts of Spanish and German state building there has been an attempt to broaden not only the chronological parameters of modernization to include the aftermaths of the revolutions of 1848 and 1854, but also to show the ways in which citizens engaged with these policies.

This article builds on such trends by suggesting that debates about extension planning were an integral part of the conversation between state officials and their citizens about what modernizing cities represented and whose interests they embodied in the years before 1914. It pinpoints what individuals in the post-revolutionary decades designated to be “old” or “redundant” in much broader economic, social, and political processes. And it draws attention to the ways in which residents fostered urban pride in the modern city, showing their support for “new” or “advantageous” changes to political and social life.

TOWARDS EXTENSION PLANNING

Neither the Hohenzollerns nor the Bourbons had been in any rush to expand their royal residences in the late eighteenth century or the first half of the nineteenth century.
The most striking change at Madrid is the great and unceasing activity in the building department: every plaza and plazuela—every part of the wider streets was occupied by piles of old materials or new and covered with the dust made by workmen employed in dressing the grey granite of Colmenar, which forms the exterior of most of the new buildings. The greater part of these transformations proceed from the convents, nearly the whole of which have been sold and either converted to public uses or those of individuals, many of whom who purchased at the outset have made large fortunes by their speculations.

Commentators such as Widdrington emerged alongside the building works in Madrid, reflecting on what a possible extension to the cityscape would mean for residents. The writer Ramón de Mesonero Romanos was another notable example. Mesonero spent the summer of 1833 travelling to Paris, Lyon, Marseilles, London, Birmingham, Manchester, and Leeds, and used what he saw abroad as the basis for his reflections on European standards of urban development. Following this in 1835, he assumed the directorship of the Diario de avisos de Madrid with the unique intention of fostering discussion between the municipal authorities, private investors, and the public about reforms to the cityscape. Mesonero believed that a thoughtful extension would transform Madrid from a fixture of the court to a capital city, full of opportunities for an emerging middle class. As he saw it, improving the cityscape was just one part of a larger mission to see Madrid embody its role as a capital city, which “from the center to the circumference, radiate[s] to the distant provinces as a model for national civilization.”

There is certainly evidence to suggest that Mesonero was not alone in his vision. In the 1840s, the municipal authorities received petitions for the establishment of a ministry of public works from which enterprising madrileños could make financial gains. In the 1850s, railroad directors supported an extension of the city wall at Atocha from which they stood to make substantial profits and in a similar manner in 1857, the engineer Mariano de Albó argued that the city should hasten to carry out defortification and institute a policy aimed at the, “reasonable balancing of assets and...
wealth, so that those assets would yield triple interest.” Building firms too saw potential earnings in an extension and at least one such company – La Urbana – drafted an extension plan for official consideration. But it was architects, publicists, and wealthy residents like Mesonero who were particularly insistent on the idea that an expansion had to generate a new level of sophistication in the city, not just financial gain. As he put it, Madrid would need to display certain “thermometers of civility” if it hoped to assume a parallel status to that of other European state centers. These included monuments and statues that testified to the greatness of the state’s Austro-Hispanic past and the magnificent cities these rulers founded in the New World. Grandeur or magnificence in this context also referred to the display of successive phases of Catholic heritage in the city and the achievements of monarchs such as Felipe V and Carlos III. In other words, any extension should be a construction project in which Madrid presented itself as having moved from being a seat of the court to a modern capital city, thereby displaying its progression as a “civilization.”

The municipal authorities undertook a striking number of reform projects as suggested by Mesonero but when financial crisis hit the building industry in 1848, the need for ambitious state intervention became clear. After further shocks and a new wave of political instability in 1854-56, change arrived. On April 8, 1857, the central government – now a Unión Liberal (Liberal Union), which gave the Progresistas a renewed voice since their collapse in the years between 1843 and 1854 – made a decisive intervention into municipal affairs and issued a royal decree for the expansion of the city. In the course of his work, the minister of development spoke of the “extension of the court” but he also, notably, picked up the place-making language of madrileños developed in the years between 1835 and 1856, by suggesting that the expansion would be more than just a material intervention at the hand of the Unión Liberal. It would be, he wrote, an extension of a historically significant “capital city.” The minister was diplomatic, suggesting that, “after a few years we shall see the court completely and suitably transformed.” The engineer in charge of the extension was less so, toasting the project with the words: “down with the court and long live the capital.”

Away from Madrid in Spain’s second cities, local authorities and residents also discussed the possibility of extension planning, although these discussions derived from a very different historical experience of fortification. In Barcelona, Philip V had introduced a series of political and cultural retributions on the city after its defeat in the War of the Spanish Succession in 1714, including the construction of an enormous citadel – the Ciutadella – and a new wall near the harbor. Philip V also issued a military ordinance preventing extramural construction and thereby limiting the authority of local officials in issues of urban development. The result was that the old city came to end abruptly at its fortifications, and these stone structures – unlike the wall in Madrid – remained a striking physical barrier between the city and its surroundings. As a result Barcelona’s walls became, “signs of the loss of independence” and the empty space beyond them was associated with notions of subjugation and suppression. Indeed such sentiments were not uncommon in other Spanish cities such as Valencia, where local officials referred to their walls as those “ancient and miserable ramparts that tormented the city.”

As in Madrid, disentailments spurred talk in Barcelona of freeing the city from its walls, especially in 1840 as local Progresistas incited revolution in support of radical liberalism on the national stage. In this atmosphere, the Barcelona Ajuntament (City Hall) announced a public literary competition on the advantages to be gained by
defortification, asserting that the city walls were an obstacle to industrial, commercial, and population growth. The winner of the competition, the local doctor of radical-democratic leanings and later seminal figure in the hygiene movement in Spain, Pedro Felipe Monlau, agreed. In his essay *Abajo las murallas!* (Down with the Walls!), Monlau argued that Barcelona had suffered from the “tyranny of its walls” for long enough and that it was indeed time to cultivate greater markers of progress in the city. He continued that an extension would provide the chance to grow Barcelona’s population, so as to rival great population centers like Paris and London. As such, the city would attract foreigners and with them capital, industry, culture, and the pretext for more public services. The result would be, he claimed, a manufacturing city composed of a truly cosmopolitan population.  Monlau’s vision of the extension was thus in many respects similar to Mesonero’s, detailing both the hygiene and manufacturing benefits to extending the city, as well as sketching, although to a much lesser extent, historical markers of civilization afforded by extension.

Monlau wanted to show, furthermore, that Barcelona’s resulting identity as a modern manufacturing city would not interfere with Madrid’s identity as a political city. This line of argument became particularly important in the years 1841-43, as Barcelona’s business elites – especially progresista textile manufacturers – rallied against the Regent Baldomero Espartero in Madrid. In 1841 and 1843, businessmen and members of the working classes carried out demolitions across the city, which included anti-Madrid attacks on the citadel and city wall. Barcelona suffered for its hostility towards Madrid and was bombarded on 3 December 1842 and again in November 1843, leading other publicists to argue all the more that expansion would cool political tensions in the city. As Agustín Vila, a member of the Board of Demolition wrote in 1843: Barcelona needed to transition from an old, fortified city into a new, expanding city because Barcelona’s walls actually attracted rather than defrayed warfare and strife. The fundamental task in front of the city was, he concluded, to cut Barcelona’s ties to its defensive heritage and embrace a modern manufacturing identity. For conservative observers such as Antonio Brusi Ferrer, this enthusiasm for demolition was frightening but not misplaced. In a series of articles in the *Diario de Barcelona* from 1854-56, he argued that extension would help to eradicate urban disturbances from the city. Here Brusi was looking to the example of Paris, approving of Napoleon’s introduction of wide streets for the uninhibited movement of solders.

Barcelona’s Ajuntament was responsive to the idea of an expanding manufacturing city and by 1853 it had declared its support for an unlimited extension. In July 1854, it made a plea to the central government to allow the defortification in order to create work for the many unemployed people in the city and for those affected by harvest failures in the countryside. Public works, it was argued, would help to resume growth and allay revolutionary unrest. Isabella II finally approved the destruction of Barcelona’s walls on 15 August 1854 and work to dismantle them gained momentum. Moreover, an outbreak of cholera in the city in the summer and autumn of that year only furthered the urgency with which the central government sought to redirect social tensions into “healthy” outlets. On 25 October, Isabella II approved the drafting of a plan to extend the city and in the years that followed the Unión Liberal continued to oversee this work. With the shift in political climate in Madrid, *barcelonés* thus had the chance to assert a new conception of the city through the extension that downplayed its recent subordination to Madrid and focused on creating a modern, manufacturing identity able to exist within the confines of the Spanish nation.
Across the other side of Europe, the move towards extension planning in Berlin resembled much of what had taken place in Madrid. The area within Berlin’s customs wall – a relatively ordered and spacious structure – underscored Berlin’s status as a Residenzstadt, that is a seat and source of royal display. Beyond the wall, however, a second city grew up in the first half of the nineteenth century. From 1841-46, extramural suburbs grew rapidly with over 2,000 new dwellings built each year. The scale of this construction was much larger than that in Madrid and many of these apartments were hastily erected around major areas of employment such as the Oranienburger and Rosenthaler suburbs. Here, unlike the center, the urban landscape was devoid of monumentality and municipal facilities. Indeed, persons living beyond the Berlin wall were not considered residents of the city, leading these Berliners to register their dissatisfaction at this state of affairs in the 1840s and 1850s. During this period the authorities received letters calling for defortification and new opportunities to build. Moreover, residents within the old city also wrote to the authorities arguing that, as one group did in July 1864, the need to get rid of the customs wall had long been recognized.

Resistance to the divided nature of the city grew during the pre-March era but only in the revolution of 1848 did deadly clashes between revolutionaries and troops, including physical attacks on the wall, make clear that the state could no longer ignore the interests of urban populations to the extent it had been. On the urgings of the conservative, albeit innovative Interior Minister Otto von Manteuffel, the executive agreed that Prussia needed to foster stronger municipalities under state oversight, loyal and able to oversee their own affairs beyond the limits of a city wall. The task as he saw it was for the state to better foster the interests of the middle classes, rather than having them undermine it by cultivating insurgent municipal identities. To achieve this end, Manteuffel drafted a municipal ordinance and a police administration law. The first piece of legislation sought to remove barriers to urban change by increasing franchise to include wealthy residents, but with the expectation that municipal governments would undertake more ambitious projects in their remit. And the second piece of legislation placed the police in a position to realize such aims.

The promulgation of the Police Administration Law (1850) prompted a rapid response from Carl von Hinckeldey, the conservative Police-President in Berlin who possessed strong convictions about the need to incorporate the suburbs into a unified city and for the state to oversee their improvement. Hinckeldey believed that the way to sideline democratic politics in Berlin was for the state to take over the material improvements sought by residents. He therefore undertook the completion of long-running surveying works, on the basis of which up-to-date extension plans for the city could be made. Following this in 1855, he ordered the creation of a plan to further order Berlin’s surroundings. Due to personnel problems, it was delayed until after Hinckeldey’s death in 1856 but by 1858, James Hobrecht was commissioned with the task of drawing up a plan to regulate future growth and on June 20, 1865, Wilhelm I finally moved to defortify the city.

Of course Hinckeldey’s vision for extension placed a premium on improving public health in Berlin but for many architects, writers, and upper-middle class residents, the new direction of the state also fostered exciting opportunities akin to the desire in Madrid for both commercial and historical progressions in civility. Upon discussing the extension one newspaper reported that: “The existing plain houses will obtain a metropolitan dress with surprising speed.” This included furnishing, “ground floors…as shops to meet the needs of the elegant,” and the building of, “modern
houses...in that area in which, at present, there are empty spaces.”

In other words, the act of extension would produce a metropolis based around increased display and consumption. The newspaper continued that the new market between Karlstrasse and Schiffbauerdamm would be unique in this respect. The writer of the Berliner Beobachter agreed with this assessment in an article of September 3, 1865. He argued that the building of the extension in commercial terms was “work for the magnificence of our city.”

Moreover, debates about dismantling or renovating the gates in the city wall emphasized the need to foster Berlin’s historical identity. For example, Die Wochenblatt des Architekten-Vereins zu Berlin claimed that it made sense for the authorities to tear down many of the old city gates or at the very least repurpose them for the housing of telegraph stations as they inhibited the circulation of goods and people, and they were not considered to be particularly attractive. But gates such as the Brandenburg Gate were more complex cases. Most Berliners were agreed on the historical importance of this section of the wall, the Wochenblatt claimed, and in 1867 it argued that with a few simple demolitions of the surrounding buildings, “the ideal meaning” of the structure as a “Prussian victory gate” could be realized. The authorities wavered in renovating the gate but in general, they were supportive of such measures. Indeed, they had sought to meld Prussian insignia to ancient Greek designs in much of their building to affirm a growing sense of Berlin as a modern Prussian capital in the order of the ancient world. Of course this Prussian emphasis in Berlin was at odds with the national histories being called for in many other capital cities but it made sense in the German political environment of the 1850s and 1860s, and it was certainly not incompatible with German nationalism. Nevertheless Berlin was not like Madrid, which developed as the heart of a centralized state and could display corresponding phases in which the nation had developed.

CREATING EVER EXTENDING CITIES

After 1848/54, ideas of the extension as a general civilizing space in which a historically-rooted capital city or second city could be made, became shaper and more defined. In Madrid, the minister for development commissioned the engineer Carlos María de Castro with the task of drawing up an extension plan to organize the rural land surrounding the city but to limit his work to fixing, “the lines of roads and streets, parks, avenues, and plazas, the sites or floor plans of principal public buildings, blocks of houses, their general distribution, and finally the city limits” so as to minimize tricky property acquisitions. Castro’s plan divided Madrid into eight zones, of which three were purely residential areas. In the northern part of the extension next to an industrial zone, he designed a residential area for the aristocracy. Moving eastwards, he included districts for the middle class, artisans, and working class. South of the city, he created zones for commercial and agricultural use, and there was a zone in the extension for the housing of military barracks, although these were also scattered throughout the city (Figure 2). The laying out of such streets and speculative building progressed only slowly in the years between the approval of Castro’s plan in 1860 and the restoration of monarchy in 1875, but by 1880, there were 23,593 residents living in the northern part of the extension. Likewise by 1878, there were 15,362 inhabitants living in the eastern part of the extension. Here Salamanca was the most populated neighborhood, with 8,213 residents, followed by Plaza de Toros (3,032), Almirante (1,222), Delicias (1,064), Alcalá (982), Retiro (686), and Belén (163). Moreover, the growth of a tram network in the 1880s ushered
in even more rapid rates of urban expansion and monumental construction. In particular, Castro planned the relocation of a number of state institutions, including museums, a national library, and several government ministries to the eastern part of the extension.66

During the period 1860 to 1888, architects propagated monumental building in the extension as indicators of historical progress in the city, such as the construction of the Biblioteca Nacional on the Recoleto in the eastern part of Castro’s plan. Commenced in 1866 and completed in 1892, the massive, neo-classical building was adorned with statues of Alfonso X (known as Alfonso the Wise), Saint Isidoro, and Alonso Berruguete. This cluster represented a coming together of learned, cosmopolitan thinkers in the Spanish pantheon – a point that was further emphasized when Agustí Querol i Subirats later crafted a statue of Hispania above the group. Indeed, this line of design confirmed the national rather than courtly histories that Castro envisaged such buildings would evoke. As he put it, the new buildings would write the history of “our generation,” in terms of a nation rather than an estate.67 Other institutions took on a similar appearance and anchoring in national history such as the Ateneo (1884), Banco de España (1891), Stock Exchange (1893), and Ministry of Agriculture (1897).68 As such, the concern for civility in the extension as expressed before 1854 became refined in increasingly popular, monumental construction projects specifically designed to celebrate a historically grounded nation.

This construction of a civic, national trajectory in the extension and a general propensity towards magnificent construction drew comment in the 1880s from onlookers and expression in realist culture. Noticeably, many madrileños considered the creation of monuments and monumental buildings to be too slow. For example, the architect Joaquin de la Concha criticized the authorities in 1882 for not constructing monuments in the extension at the same rate as could be seen in other European capitals. This lack of energy, he made clear, was not based on a lack of illustrious persons of religion, science, and the arts in need of veneration.69 Indeed others praised such works but also critiqued the pace of change. For example, upon returning to Madrid in 1880 the former wine-maker José María voiced in Benito Pérez Galdós’ novel, Lo prohibido (1885), that he was, “astonished at the beauty and spaciousness of the new neighborhoods, the rapid modes of communication, the palpable improvement in the appearance of the buildings, streets, and even the people.” He continued that, “the charming gardens laid out in the once dusty squares, the gallant edifices of the well-to-do, the assorted shops” were “in no way inferior, as far as can be judged from the street, than those in Paris or London,” even if Madrid’s many “advances since ’68,” were “more akin to whimsical leaps than to the steady, assured pace of those who know whither they are going.”70 According to Galdós and certainly many others, this mixture of monumentality and commerce played an important role in echoing what was seen to be particularly “European” about exemplary cities such as Paris, but Madrid seemed to fall behind in pace of construction. Indeed, Mesonero had made this point years earlier when he encouraged the municipal authorities to alter the avenues of Alcalá and Atocha and line them with trees, so that residents could comfortably stroll along these boulevards and admire the luxury products for sale there. This would, he argued, help Madrid to come closer to the beauty of Paris and London.71

Back in Barcelona, a tussle broke out between the Spanish central government and the municipal authorities concerning who would oversee the new extension plan. The now moderado (Conservative Liberal) majority in the Ajuntament enthusiastically supported an extension plan drafted by the city architect Antonio
Rovira i Trias as this plan foregrounded radial boulevards and grand squares – like those drafted by Haussmann in Paris, especially for the place de l’Étoile.72 Such a plan aesthetically evoked aspects of Barcelona’s proud heritage, which the Municipal Architect Miquel Garriga i Roca traced back to the Romans.73 But the authority and preferences of the Ajuntament were overruled by Madrid. In contrast to its wishes, the central authorities placed the progresista engineer Ildefons Cerdà i Sunyer in charge of the Barcelona extension. Cerdà – whose conception of expansion was deeply influenced by early French socialist thought – focused on the Eixample as Barcelona’s new heart, organizing the city anew according to notions of circulation, especially with respect to traffic, rather than expressions of urban beauty that characterized the plans preferred by the Ajuntament.74 Like Castro, Cerdà was unable to rely on adequate state legislation for large-scale expropriations but he still managed to produce a plan of breathtaking scale to order the vacant, private property stretching from the old city to Barcelona’s surrounding mountains and villages, and in it he detailed a repetition of equally-sized square blocks separated by streets of uniform width rather than a zoned plan as Castro did (Figure 3).75

Although not the favored option of the Ajuntament and indeed lampooned in the press as a Madrid interfering in Catalan affairs, Cerdà’s plan nonetheless provided architects with opportunities to emphasize a historical progression in civility. There was substantial enthusiasm for the construction of monumental, civic institutions on the land previously occupied by Barcelona’s wall, such as the new building for the University of Barcelona and the Palace of Justice. In many such instances, as Maiken Umbach has shown with respect to the Palace of Justice, monumental structures were covered with motifs referencing a historical trajectory of Spanish and Catalan achievements.76 Such amalgams resonated with Barcelona’s business classes in the early years of the Restoration, who supported the new political order in Madrid and the stability it promoted, at least until the loss of Spain’s last overseas colonies in 1898.77

The aristocratic and bourgeois residents who bought up much of the Eixample also increasingly celebrated the erection of monuments to famous Catalan personalities, which in the period 1860 to 1888 spread further into the heart of the extension than institutions did. Monuments to Joan Güell i Ferrer and Josep Anselm Clavé i Camps – residents who made important political, industrial, and cultural contributions to the city – became extremely popular (Figure 4). Indeed, not only monuments to residents but their private workplaces and houses drew comment. For example, La vanguardia waxed lyrical in 1884 as the Masriera workshop opened in the Calle de Bailén and Ilustración artística reproduced magnificent images of the new building. This striking construction contained, “representations of every age, civilization, and artistic style” – itself acting as a historical record of civilization.78 Likewise W’r Lodia wrote in The Decorator and Furnisher in 1892, that he had, “seldom noticed a city possessing so many entirely modern and large edifices of noteworthy design,” many of which were photographed and proudly displayed in the first exhibition of the Sociedad Fotográfica Española. Catalan photographers also photographed the interiors of such buildings, many of which were located in streets named by the Catalan poet Victor Balaguer i Cirera.79 Balaguer deployed the names of persons, places, and events integral to the Catalan past, particularly its civic flowering in the Middle Ages, throughout the city’s extension, thereby conflating urban progress within a narrative of Catalan revival.80

By 1888, the extension was becoming the focus of a historical Catalan cultural revival but there were indications of tension in Barcelona too. For example, an article
entitled “La Barceloneta” appeared in March 1865 in El comercio de Barcelona: Periodico democratico, describing the proposed demolition of Barceloneta. Here the author wrote at length about the renovation of the quayside area, which meant that a neighborhood of about “5,000 families” was to be lost to satisfy the interests of those men who aligned themselves with the politics of the Unión Liberal and of course, for profit. He continued that with such demolitions Barcelona would also lose its long connection to its local, maritime identity. This attention to non-manufacturing identities verged on the port, where fortifications around the royal dockyards were only demolished in the late 1880s. Images of these walls indicated a certain resilience of the pre-modern city and drew comment from periodicals such as the Diario de Barcelona on Barcelona’s status as former maritime empire (Figure 5).

Over in Berlin, ideas of place also became more refined in the period between the approval of the extension plan in 1862 and its implementation up to 1888. The Prussian authorities instructed the engineer James Hobrecht to focus on laying out streets in privately-owned but undeveloped areas surrounding the city, meaning that the Berlin police, who were in charge of the plan’s implementation until 1875, could avoid difficult land acquisitions. Planned extension was particularly pronounced in the north and east, where Hobrecht imagined a proliferation of working-class neighborhoods would form. Indeed, the growth of Berlin’s extension was rapid, especially after 1871: in 1850, the city consisted of 419,000 residents but by 1880, it had grown to 1,122,000 residents. Hobrecht’s blocks varied in size and form, and yet Hobrecht believed that the resulting apartments would foster a hygienic city and harmonious interactions between social classes, much like Cerdà envisioned in Barcelona. There was also a monumental aspect to this agenda, with Hobrecht drafting a series of grand squares on the southern side of the city, which he intended to be complemented by impressive buildings (Figure 6).

The German authorities supplemented Hobrecht’s plan with increasingly bombastic structures, overseeing the construction of such buildings as the Reichstag, the Cathedral, and Natural History Museum. Most of these buildings were situated, however, in the center of the city rather than in the extension. This prompted architects and residents to call for a wider range of monuments in the new suburbs of the capital and the completion of Hobrecht’s proposed monumental squares. As one writer in the Wochenblatt put it: “In particular, these new quarters lack monuments that are distinguished and characteristic enough to dominate their surroundings and break through the monotony, which inevitably adheres to town houses.” The architect Ernst Bruch, in his now infamous attack on the extension, derided the uniformity of the city as a fundamental obstacle to Berlin’s ascension to the most powerful and cultured city of the future. Indeed, Bruch’s critique spanned far more than the historical grounding of the city, but it highlighted the same concern for the realization of a modern capital city identity according to European standards of progress.

Nevertheless, the Berlin police regulated, like in Barcelona, the naming of streets and this served to tie the extension more actively to a national story. After 1871, the Berlin police frequently deployed names related to German Unification or the Napoleonic Wars in the extension. Apart from these rousing events, street names also took on collective identities based on German cultural icons such as composers, poets, and native flowers. But here too problems emerged as the state of sidewalks failed to match up to their heady namesakes. For example, along the Prenzlauer Chaussee, a growing working-class area, residents complained about the, “masses of debris and all sorts of filth” piled up as a result of defortification and extension.
planning. Such problems were relatively localized but they could become widespread, as the residents in the vicinity of the Hamburg Gate recognized. These residents argued that a modern city required safe and sensible solutions to pedestrian traffic rather than forcing individuals to navigate sidewalks that were congested with building refuse or were simply too narrow. To be sure, writers in the Deutsche Bauzeitung – the successor of the Wochenblatt – often developed this point by highlighting that broad sidewalks and well-planned streets were no mere question of pragmatics but instead a defining feature of a modern metropolis.

STAGNATION IN THE CITY

In all three cities, architects, publicists, and mainly bourgeois residents celebrated the many strides towards becoming a historically grounded capital city or regional center, but as was suggested in the section above, there were concerns too. This was certainly true in Madrid, where parts of the old city and some of the poorer suburbs along the banks of the Manzanares seemed to remain untouched by the “progress” of planning. In these areas, a lack of order began to be associated with nascent associations with socialism. Indeed, Pablo Iglesias founded the Socialist Workers’ Party in the Calle Hernán Cortés in the old city in 1879. By 1881, the party acted from his house in a public and official capacity, and disseminated their newspaper, El Socialista. This paper, plus others, appealed directly to literate and semiliterate working-class audiences in order to rouse hostility against Restoration politics. For those bourgeois residents who did not simply avoid or ignore the underdeveloped and potentially radicalizing parts of the city, there were two main responses. The first was to support large-scale demolitions – such as those for the creation of the Gran Vía – to rationalize the old city center. Of course affected property owners of all types were opposed to this long-discussed project, which was first suggested in the 1850s and finally started in 1910 (Figure 7). They wrote to the authorities framing expropriations as, “a most serious legal question.” But for those aristocratic and bourgeois residents not affected by demolitions, the project became a focus of celebration. Newspapers such as the ABC and weeklies like Actualidades enthusiastically printed photographs of the first works of demolition in the old city. These included shots of the official festivities as well as views of the old, twisted lanes that would soon be destroyed in service of new stores trading in luxury products. In particular, the latter photographs helped to draw in such formerly “undeveloped” places into larger narratives of “progress” in the making of the Spanish capital and its residents. As the novelist Pío Baroja observed in his work La busca, “The Gran Vía has greatly changed Madrid’s urban character. The great avenue has taken away some of the population’s liveliest and most picturesque features, thereby modifying its inhabitants’ customs and manners.”

Of course not everyone celebrated such developments, or at the very least cautioned restraint. Indeed, Baroja was part of a generation of writers – the generation of ‘98 – who, along with a small number of architects and bourgeois residents, were less interested in seeing the old city demolished. Like Baroja, the writer José Gutiérrez Solana was another to voice such opinions, lamenting the loss of the old town’s alleys and the almost preindustrial life they seemed to sustain. As he wrote, trying to find some degree of solace in the situation, “the one thing that compensated for the sight of such barbarous demolition was the very beauty of destruction, the romantic hours around a wreckage that transported us from the metropolitan capital to a sort of Castilian village ravished by the winds of ruin and destruction.” Residents
with similar sympathies patronized the many theatres that sprung up in Madrid, showing the “common people” of the old town as a primary source of folklore rather than fear.98 These plays endowed Madrid’s civilized status with a new, preindustrial and “authentic” element, diffusing concerns about social uprisings.

In Berlin, much of the inner city, especially the area around the Wilhelmstrasse, was transformed by monumental building projects in the 1870s and 1880s, but as in Madrid, some streets remained undeveloped. Hans Kurella – the psychiatrist and famous translator of many of Cesare Lombroso’s works on criminal anthropology – noted in an article in Die Neue Deutsche Rundschau in 1899, that the “common people” remained behind in these derelict areas. 99 He continued: “sometimes it is habit that holds them there, sometimes it is the inability to find an apartment on the periphery, mostly however, it is the nature of their work that inhibits them moving away from the center. The out-worker wants to stay close to the clothing store; wage earners, coachmen, cleaners, ironing and washing women, landladies, servants, domestic tailors, midwives, copyists, and dance and piano teachers must not leave ‘their’ area if they do not want to lose their clients.”100 Moreover, the many workers that moved into centrally located suburbs like Rixdorf only intensified this impression of underdevelopment as their suburbs took on a “wholly working-class” composition.101

The municipal government in Berlin undertook a small number of reforms in the old city on the grounds of a need to improve these areas, including taking over a reform of the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Strasse in the mid-1870s (Figure 8). By 1910, plans to reform the city center multiplied as part of the Greater Berlin Competition and observers readily praised such efforts. As Walter Lewitz wrote in Die Berliner Architekturwelt in 1911, these “architectural delights” strove in different ways to give “the right artistic expression to the modern metropolis, the capital of the new German Reich.”102

Like Madrid, however, a challenge to historically grounded ideas of progress in the city also developed in Berlin in the years directly after 1888. It too came from residents and architects who were keen to heighten an awareness of destruction in the city and frame the disappearing cityscape as a new source of folklore. As the author Friedrich Fuchs wrote in 1901, everyday one could read of “Berlin’s oldest buildings falling victim to the pickax.” He continued, “with that, one of the last remnants of the good old days disappears.” In Fuchs’ opinion, it was not just the form of preindustrial Berlin that was being lost to the construction of tenement or office buildings, it was also the spirit of the builders and inhabitants of these houses that was being lost to Berlin’s modern identity.103 Fuchs’ sense of nostalgia could also be seen in plays, which like their counterparts in Madrid, increasingly made jokes out of the streets and persons of the old city. Here the characteristic streets and dense living quarters of what was once essentially a fishing village provided the backdrop for discussions about the ways in which Berlin was transitioning into a cosmopolitan city comparable to Paris.104 The frequent conclusion was that Berlin was failing at this task but the new styling of authentic Berliners sought to deprive this anxiety of its revolutionary potential.

In Barcelona, concerns about shifting urban identities also took on a heightened form in the latter nineteenth century and all the more so than in Madrid and Berlin. From the 1880s on, bourgeois families increasingly moved out of the old city to take up residence in the Eixample. The new occupants – mostly migrants – lived in subdivided apartments with much higher densities than before and within a short time, parts of the old town became stamped with a singular, working-class
character. Certainly by the start of the twentieth century, contemporaries identified several districts as being proletarian places at the center and on the edge of the city, including: the Raval; Barceloneta; Poblenou; Poble Sec; and Sants. The increasing occurrences of anarchist outbursts in Barcelona inflected this situation with a sense of potential radicalization and resulted in arguments for the need to transform the city according to a “civilized” form of destruction, so as to eliminate a socialist or potential anarchist revolution. As Javier Tort y Martorell – doctor of civil law and public works official – remarked in a speech about reforming the city center on January 26, 1880 in the Barcelona Athenaeum:

In all the most important European cities one can bear witness to a thoroughly modern phenomenon: all, or most, of the remnants of their former existence are falling into ruins, giving way to wide thoroughfares, magnificent squares, beautiful and imposing gardens, notable monuments, which take their place improving the sanitary conditions, public highways, and aspect of the cities; everywhere the destructive pick works ceaselessly; but it is not the pick of the socialist revolution, which tries to chip away, one after another, at the foundations of the social edifice, so that in a given moment it may come crashing down; rather it is the pick of civilization, which opens up the chest of these remains to bring forth new cities, just as the plough furrows the earth, not to sterilize it, but rather to reveal the source of its prodigious fertility.

The municipal authorities attempted time and again to reform the old town to help align it with the extension. Cerdà originally included changes to the city’s medieval core in his extension plan, in which three thoroughfares would carve up the old city and thereby harmonize communications with the new. The municipal architect Roca surveyed the areas under question and considered how such reforms could be implemented, but he too later abandoned the project. In 1872 and in 1879, the municipal government established a special commission for the reform of Barcelona, resulting in a new plan by Ángel José Baixeras. But again things stagnated. Only in 1889 did the central government approve Baixeras’s plan and in the 1890s, introduce new powers of expropriation for municipal governments rendering the project possible but only after much opposition from property owners.

This phase of planning showed that by the 1880s, both the central authorities of the Restoration and Barcelona’s municipal government were concerned to order the old urban fabric to prevent any image of old Barcelona as a place of the proletariat, as in Madrid and Berlin. But uniquely in Barcelona, working-class residents became increasingly willing to contest the intentions of the municipal authorities, especially as reforms began to take place in the early twentieth century. In 1902 and again in 1909, working-class residents erected barricades in the chaotic streets of Barcelona’s core and much of this activity played off the threat of reforms in the old town. Violence in the Setmana Tràgica (Tragic Week) of 1909 was a case in point, as workers incorporated resistance to the first of the old town reforms in their protest activity: the creation of the Via Laietana (Figure 9). During this uprising, workers repurposed 7,000 m² of paving stones to build barricades and thereby isolate the old town from the rest of the city. The events of the Tragic Week in Barcelona were dramatic and showed how radicalized ideas of place could become in the old fabric of the city and how they could be molded beyond bourgeois circles.
CONCLUSION

Extension planning in the eighteenth century was primarily the domain of princes looking to aggrandize their cities of residence, but by the mid-nineteenth century, it took place in a range of capital and second cities, under the auspices of increasingly active central and municipal authorities. In such cases, this essay has argued, extension planning continued to involve more than just changes to space and the technocratic languages it became couched in. Expanding the urban fabric in the mid-nineteenth century encouraged an outpouring of ideas about what an extension would mean for a city’s identity.

In both Spain and Germany, the making of new capital city identities derived from architects, publicists, and bourgeois residents who inflected extension debates with demands for historically framed markers of national identity and national political potential. That is, urban expansion was about creating a visual record of the progress of a city from its former status as a seat of court to its modern identity as a national capital, even if both Madrid and Berlin seemed to constantly struggle with such a task. Of course the emphasis on grounding capital cities within a larger historical trajectory could be confused for an outdated preference for aesthetics over rational engineering in city building in both Spain and Germany. Indeed, Cerdà was a proponent of such a view, writing that: “Hitherto when it has been a case of founding, altering or extending a town or city, nobody has concerned himself with anything other than the artistic or monumental aspects…To beauty and to the grandiosity of certain details have been sacrificed the political and social economy of the city.”

But enthusiasm for markers of a historical progression in civility in the city after 1848 seemed to be more about bolstering narratives of progress and national power rather than any resistance to change. Moreover, post-revolutionary governments were willing to facilitate demands for such interventions in the built environment – especially monumental buildings, statues, plans to disencumber, and street naming – and for good reason. The virtue of such interventions were that they could continue to accommodate conservative aspirations for modernization as well as a whole range of liberal concerns that were at times in harmony with the aims of the state and at other times in conflict due to their emphasis on more rapid democratic and technocratic advances. This echoed the general trends in politics after 1848 and 1854, as governments looked to integrate middle-class populations into political life through modernization policies.

Markers of historically-grounded progress could also work in the construction of second-city identities but here there was greater potential for conflict with the state. In Barcelona, architects and members of the middle classes criticized the implementation of extension plans that ignored indigenous histories and particularities. The local was, they argued, essential to the creation of a modern, second-city identity composed of both Catalan and Spanish elements. Indeed, Catalan and Spanish identities sat next to each other in Barcelona in a delicate balance over the period 1848 to 1888, but this would soon change with a boom of building works stimulated by the Universal Exhibition in 1888, and especially with the beginnings of a new urban policy promoted by the bourgeois nationalist Lliga Regionalista (Regionalist League) after their entry into municipal government in 1901. The new policy sought to shift Barcelona’s identity to an unprecedented level. As the League wrote in their press organ La veu de Catalunya: “Barcelona is, for us, an extraordinary city, the unrivalled city, the city par excellence, the capital, the complete city, the point of radiation for all the trends in national life, whether
economic or political, [the] fundamental organ of the people...heart and basis of the race.” Barcelona should, it posited, become “a great European city” or “the Paris of the south.” As a result, Barcelona turned to consider extension planning in a similar manner to Madrid and Berlin in the early years of the twentieth century, that is, as the making of a capital city.

Extension planning over the period 1848 to 1914 provided, therefore, a new phase for interrogating city identities. The extension visualized growing bourgeois interests in the city, but as the case of Barcelona showed, it also began to generate more radical, proletarian critiques of urban identities in the late 1880s and beyond. In other words, the expanding city would not just be a bourgeois city but a proletarian one too. This became clearer at the end of the nineteenth century as the planning of further urban works provoked a new round of intense discussions about the reordering of social life and no lack of assertions about modern nationalism in Spain and Germany. In the 1920s and 1930s, these early debates broadened and even more so, planning in the post-WWII era provided some of the most intense reflections on the intersections between society, political ideology, and world order seen in modern Europe.

Indeed, the unparalleled and widely destructive attempts by planners to re-urbanize city centers in the 1960s and 1970s provoked intense discussions about the meaning of community and heritage in many European states, especially in the Federal Republic of Germany. The discussions of the post-48 period were, therefore, just the beginning of a long engagement with government policies of expansion in the modern era and they provide an important point of departure for understanding how residents invest urban change with new meanings.

* I am grateful to Sukriti Issar, Yair Mintzker, Mila Roode, and this journal’s three anonymous reviewers for their comments on earlier drafts of this essay. Invaluable feedback also came from participants of the conferences: “Negotiating Urban Change from the Middle Ages to the Present” and “Documenting Spanish Modernity: The Politics of Cities and Cityscapes” (University of Oxford, 2015); the German History Society’s annual conference in 2015; and the annual conference of the European Association for Urban History (EAUH) in 2016.
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